CURRICULUM
Committee Objectives:
Helping to define how we measure student achievement. Monitor data on a regular basis. Review and evaluate the effectiveness of academic programs, initiatives and investments in staffing and resources through the use of benchmarks and goals.

FINANCE
Committee Objectives:
Understand our budget and make decisions that are fiscally responsible. Educate the board in understanding the monthly Secretary’s Report, providing training as necessary.

NEGOTIATIONS
Committee Objectives:
Create and maintain a historical document to outline the negotiation points from all parties. Review details on an annual basis to maintain familiarity in non-contract years. Provide an understanding of our salary guides annually.

POLICY
Committee Objectives:
Focus on reviewing policies that deal with student achievement. Priority on ensuring policies provide equal treatment for all students.

PROPERTY
Committee Objectives:
Prioritize current and future needs utilizing a comprehensive checklist. Share and discuss the capital projects and long range maintenance plan.